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THE ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 
of the past decade have resulted in 

great pressures upon people in business. 
Especially since the stock market crash 
of 198 7, businesses in Australia and 
elsewhere have been operating in more 
difficult times. The conditions that 
have pressured businesses are economi
cally related. In order to remain in busi
ness, many companies have had to find 
ways to innovate and cut costs so that 
they survive. In this essay, I'm going to 
explore some of the changes that are 
occurring in modern organisational 
structures and management practices, 
for there is a revolution under way 
which the Christian needs to under
stand. 
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rationalistic approach to commerce had 
its origins in a Protestant ethic concern
ing work. 1 Tawney made the astute ob
servation that Protestantism "had as its 
centre a determination to assert the su
periority of moral principles over eco
nomic appetites, which have their 
place, and an important place, in the 
human scheme, but which, like other 
natural appetites, when flattered and 

of the rest of the world has failed to 
produce enough food to feed its own 
people. 

Our concern here, however, is not 
so much with a general concept of the 
Christian ethic, but a specific applica
tion of it. Tawney rightly observed that 
for the Protestants ethics came first. 
Utilitarianism was not a part of the 

One aspect of the contemporary 
cultural scene is the notion that the 
Protestant work ethic has had some
thing to do with the wealth of the West, 
despite all its present difficulties. While 
recognising this fact, the question needs 
to be asked, what is the Protestant work 
ethic? Some people think it is merely to 
labour long and arduous hours. Others 
think it is working in some kind of sub
missive role, somewhat akin to ser
vitude, with a lord and master dic
tating how, when, and on what 
terms business will be done. People "The notion of property ownership is 

closely connected to another important 
principle: stewardship." 

in many nations, for example the 
Chinese, work hard and long hours. 
Yet they lost the lead in technology 
which they probably had up until 

Protestant concept of morality, al
though it has a place. But its place 
is not at the top of the list. There
fore, it is my thesis that the rise of 
capitalism cannot be understood 
outside the concept of the eighth 
commandment (i.e. the right of 
private property), and in associa
tion with this the concept of the fourteenth century. Hard work 

is not the delineator of the Christian 
West. 

What is a better delineator is the 
notion that in the Christian West peo
ple were encouraged to own and possess 
property (often referred to as the basis 
of Capitalism). But the notion of prop
erty ownership is closely connected to 
another important principle: steward
ship. 

Weber, in his famous thesis concern
ing the Protestant ethic and capitalism, 
highlighted the fact that rational plan
ning was at the centre of the develop
ment of modern capitalism and this 

pampered and overfed, bring ruin to the 
soul and confusion to society."2 In other 
words, ethics takes priority in 
decision-making. 

Are these accurate descriptions of 
the Protestant work ethic? If so, are 
they still applicable today? If not, what 
should replace them? It is the thesis of 
this article that if such were our view of 
the Protestant work ethic, then we 
would be clearly mistaken. For the Prot
estant work ethic defies definition in 
such simplistic terms. Such a poor defi
nition would also fail to explain why it 
is that the Christian West has delivered 
the goods (so to speak) while so much 

I. Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism (London: Un win University Books, 1930). 

2. R.H. Tawney, Religion and the Rise of Capitalism (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1938), p. 279. 

stewardship. 

The biblical idea of stewardship is 
having a revival in the corporate world, 
although its origins are not always rec
ognised or acknowledged. In some ar
eas, it is self-consciously taking this 
name. In other areas, the idea is named 
differently, but the practical outworking 
of the idea of stewardship is the same. 

Stewardship and property owner
ship go hand in hand. Not only owner
ship of tangible property such as real 
estate and other "things," but owner
ship in such things as a person's labour. 
This is the heart, for example, of enter-
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prise bargaining: a person being able to 
negotiate directly with his employer un
til they reach common agreement about 
the employee's value to the company. 

In the biblical sense, ownership car
ries with it the concept and responsibil
ity of stewardship. But what exactly is 
stewardship? This essay is an attempt to 
explain and indicate what stewardship 
is, and how it works out in practice. 
Moreover, this essay focuses on com
merce and how an application of bibli
cal principles can revolutionise a 
company's activities. It is an attempt to 
show how stewardship might be used in _ 
practical ways to restructure manage
ment. I will show how an application of 
fue· principle of stewardship can reduce 
:costs-:and improve customer service. In 
other words, the biblical principle is not 
only right because of its ethical position, 
but it is right also because it works at 
the pragmatic level. 

This essay is also an attempt to ex
plain how an application of a biblical 
principle has resulted in unemployment 
for thousands in one area of business. 
This does not mean we should not apply 
biblical principles, since unemployment 
in itself is not 2. bad thing. Unemploy
ment provides labour for new en
trepreneurial activities, and providing 
government legislation does not hinder 
the entrance of new entrepreneurs into 
the market, it need not be feared. 

Downsizing 

THROUGHOUT THE 1980s, the 
businesses chat appeared co be 

thriving were those chat were borrowed 
to the limit. The names of those entre
preneurs who used debt to build their 
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empires have faded from popular view, 
unless they are being summonsed into 
court with failing memories or being ex
tradited from Mediterranean resorts. 
The market crash of '87 ended the debt 
splurge, at least temporarily. Since then 
billions of dollars have been written off 
in bad debts. Companies have gone to 
the wall, thousands have lost their jobs, 
and those that survived did so by cut;, 
ting costs, reducing debt, and finding 
innovative ways to market their wares 
to the buying public. A major aspect of 
cost-cutting has been corporate down
sizing, a euphemism for getting rid of 
unnecessary staff and activities. IBM, 
which had a long record of keeping staff 
employed through all circumstances, 
has succumbed co market pressures and 
been forced to lay off workers around 
the world. In this climate, firms have 
determined their core business and con-' 
centrated their efforts in making this 
successful. 

Labour Shortage 

It is not just economic conditions, 
however, that are forcing the· change. 
The reduction in the birch rate is con
tributing to labour shortages. As firms 
compete for labour, or determine how 
to keep the doors open with less labour 
than would otherwise be the case, they 
have had to find innovative methods to 
achieve their goals. As the baby boom
ers join the retirement set demanding 
goods and services but not contributing 
~o production with their labour (i.e. 
they are consumers, not producers), 
those doing the work will find innova
tive methods of operating businesses. 
This will not only result in application 
of technology in new ways, but force 
many organisations to operate with less 
staff. 

This issue creates a double squeeze 
on businesses and workers. On the one 
hand there is an increasing number of 
people in retirement who are consumers 
not producers. Not only must the re
maining work force produce all the 
goods they consume, but they are also 
required to fund the retirees' spending 
habits.3 Thus, less people in the work 
force plus potentially higher taxes puts 
a double squeeze on business and work
ers. The results of this, while predict
able to some extent, cannot always be 
determined accurately. How long can 
this condition lase? Will it bring the 
economy undone? If so, what will be the 
result? Can governments resolve the 
tensions in society brought about by 
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The Future 

SUBSCRIBERS WHO HAVE been 
with us for some time will recognise the 

name of Howard Phillips. He is striving to 
seek the Presidential office in the United 
States. His platform is deliberately Christian, 
with an emphasis on a return to the Ameri
can Constitution as a basis for government. 
Recently, Mr Phillips gave an address, a part 
of which we reproduce below. Long may we 
pray and work that At1stralia might find 
Christians of the calibre of Mr Phillips with 
a willingness to run for public office with the 
intent of dismantling large portions of the 
government. Mr Howard said: 

"If you agree with me that our goal 
should be to bring alive again that original 
Constitutional intent, you must reject the 
politics of conventional ambition and easy 
popularity. Don't settle for appointments, 
consulting fees, and breakfast at the 
White House mess. Insist on being re
warded with victories for the principles 
you espouse. 

"You must reject the '5 e's' ---- consen
sus, compromise, conciliation, and coop
eration and instead prepare for 
confrontation .... 

"To succeed we must: 

"a) Reject the doctrine that our goal is 
to lose as slowly as possible. 

"b) We must recognize that the goal is 
not just to capture a party platform ---- but 
to shape the policies of the government. 

"c) As a corollary -- while victory on 
Election Day is essential --- the real cam
paign begins after the polls are closed. 

"d) Victory is a moral imperative --
MacArthur said: 'There is no substitute 
for victory.' 

"As a leader you have a moral obliga
tion to produce for those who put their 
lives, fortunes, and reputations on the 
line. 

"e) If the country is headed for the cliff, 
it's not enough merely to slow the train 
down to 70 MPH under the GOP -
rather than the 100 MPH under the 
Democrats. We must do more than 
change drivers --- we must change direc
tions. 

"It's not enough to be pare of a 'Not
Clinton Party'. That can win elections, 
but it's not good enough to save the na
tion. 

"If your generation produces ONLY 
'politics as usual', this could be the last 
decade of genuine liberty and inde
pendence for America. 

"We need to offer not just a critique of 
the past --- but a vision of victory for the 
future. 

3. This is equivalent to a shopkeeper standing at the door handing out money to customers so they will have something to spend while they are in the store. 
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these conditions? We are in unchar
tered waters. 

A major activity in corporate down
sizing has been the reduction of middle 
management. Almost a decade ago, 
Naisbitt and Aburdene stated that 
"worldwide, middle management has 
shrunk more than 15 percent since 
1979. And there is much more to 
come.',4 Those prophetic words were 
published in 1985, and since that time 
companies have been shedding staff at 
rapid rates. It's a pity more middle man
agers did not take notice; it could have 
saved them a lot of heartache and had 
them prepared for change. 

Things aren't quite as bad as they 
seem, however. It was estimated re
cently that about 60% of middle man-
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tion remain within the organisation. 
But they weren't replaced. Instead, their 
position was abolished, or subsumed 
within another position, and the corpo
ration, rather than failing for lack of 
human resources, grew stronger as a re
sult. It is a curious irony that it is not 
the ordinary workers, in many in
stances, who have needed retraining 
but the managers. 

Computers 

Who, then, is doing the work of the 
managers who have been dismissed? 
There is more than one answer to the 
question. First, there was the introduc
tion of the personal computer.5 The PC 
placed significant computing power in 
the hands oflarge numbers of individual 

workers that was pre

"15 percent of problems are caused by 
workers; the remaining 85 percent of 
problems are caused by poor processes." 

viously available only to a 
handful of computer
trained experts. Now, 
with a PC on his desk, a 
word processing program, 
a spread sheet, and a da-

agers found a new job within six 
months. The report did not say what 
happened to the remaining 40%. No 
doubt many of these found jobs eventu
ally, too. Now that economic recovery 
is under way, stimulated by a hefty 17% 
increase in the money supply (Ml) over 
the past year, many more will find jobs 
as corporations hire new staff For many, 
there will have been extensive retrain
ing. Those middle managers who were 
any good at their job will continue to 
find work by analysing the market, dis
covering what skills employers are de
manding, then embark on retraining 
programs to equip themselves for a fur
ther round of activity in the market 
place. 

A question needs to be asked: How 
could businesses suddenly do without 
quite large numbers in its management 
ranks? And it's not just managers who 
are at risk. One company in Europe cut 
its staff from 4,000 to 200, without a 
loss of service to its customers. Was it 
because these managers were doing very 
little, that all of a sudden the higher 
management levels discovered their 
colleagues down the chain of command 
were doing so little they could be re
moved without jeopardising the firm? 
Perhaps the Peter Principle, that people 
tend to rise to their level of incompe
tence, had at last been proven correct. 
If this were so, however, the managers 
would have been replaced by compe
tent people, and the management posi-

tabase program, the man
aging director of a company can obtain 
and manipulate information previously 
provided to him by several middle man
agers. The technological revolution is 
displacing hundreds of workers within 
the organisation. 

Cycles 

Second, businesses tend to go 
through profitmaking cycles. If a com
pany is first in its field prices profits can 
be quite high. The computer industry is 
an example of this. Another example 
would be the financial advisory firms 
that cropped up in this country a dec
ade or more ago. Selling prices in these 
industries were at least double what 
they are today. As more suppliers en
tered the market, prices were pushed 
downward due to an increase in supply. 
Many firms could not operate at these 
lower prices, so they closed and went 
elsewhere. Their lower-priced competi
tors picked up the orphaned customers 
from those organisations that closed or 
moved into other business activities. 
Falling prices have resulted, with profits 
being squeezed. 

Thus, in a maturing market, profits 
tend to decline, and the business sur
vives on volume sales at lower prices. 
Declining prices force the business to 
watch expenses, and since labour is 
often the highest expense, unproduc
tive labour is soon replaced. It will be 
replaced either with more productive 
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"You must do for America what Chur
chill did for England: Warn of the crisis to 
come. Diagnose the disease. Offer your 
prescription. And work to assure that the 
body politic accepts your remedy. 

''You need a standard of principle and an 
agenda for action to make those principles a 
governing reality. That standard should be 
the Constitution of the United States .... 

"No part faithful to the Constitution 
and the Biblical premises of American lib
erty would: 

• nominate any person to the Federal 
judiciary who fails to recognize that 
the first duty of the law is to prevent 
the shedding of innocent blood and 
that the unborn child is a human 
person created in God's image, 

• subsidize the homosexual move
ment with half a billion dollars per 
year - in the name of AIDS educa
tion, 

• infringe upon our 2nd Amendment 
right to defend our liberties and our 
families by force of arms against an 
oppressive government - the kind 
of government which massacred 
scores of innocent people in Waco, 
Texas, 

• surrender our national inde
pendence, our resources, and our 
decision-making authority to New 
World Order institutions such as the 
United Nations, the World Bank, 
NAFTA, and the World Trade Or
ganization, 

• agree to the unilateral disarmament 
of America's defenses - or refuse to 
deploy SDI - so as not to violate 
the Nixon-Brezhnev ABM treaty, 

• fail to assert the need to preserve the 
geostrategically crucial U.S. bases at 
the Isthmus of Panama, 

• promote an American with Disabili
ties Act which requires restaurant 
owners to hire AIDS-infected ho
mosexuals for food handling posi
tions - making victims of innocent 
men, women, and children - sim
ply to curry favor with a political 
movement of organized degenerates, 

• give us a so-called 'Crime Bill' which 
in fact shifts control of law enforce
ment from the local community to 
Janet Reno and her successors in 
Washington, D.C., even as it pro
vides $7 .3 billion to left-wing activ
ist groups. 

"No party faithful to the Constitution 
and the Biblical premises of American lib
erty would do such things. 

"But, sadly, both of America's major 
parties have done - and continue to do 
such things - and they will destroy our 

4. John Naisbitt and Patricia Aburdene, Rclnvmting tlie Corporation (London: Macdonald & Co (Publishers) Ltd, 1985), p. 12. 

5. Naisbitt and Aburdcne, op. cit., p. 13. 
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labour, or perhaps labour substitutes 
will be found and used. 

Self-Management 

A third answer to the question is self
management. Increasingly, businesses 
are finding they can do without whole 
layers of management within the organ
isation. This mentality has been forced 
upon companies by management prac
tices that helped the Japanese become 
world leaders in electronics and auto
mobiles. When W Edwards Deming 
failed to get American businessmen to 
listen to him just after World War II, he 
headed for Japan and invited 45 leading 
industrialists to his seminar. To Dem
ing's surprise, they all turned up. But 
within a few weeks, some had experi
enced productivity gains of up to 30 
percent without any additional outlays. 

What Deming, along with others, 
had learned during the war, was that 
only 15 percent of problems are caused 
oy workers; the remaining 85 percent of 
problems are caused by poor processes. 
Thus, by concentrating on the process 
rather than the worker, Deming's meth
ods have brought extraordinary change 
to the workplace. 

Thus, the dismantling of the corpo
ration is due to the fact that a top-down 
management style does .not help pro
duce quality goods and services. And 
what has taken the place of the bureau
cratic organisation is one where the 
worker is given the opportunity to be
come self-'directed. In the words of 
some writers, "the authority to examine 
and make improvements in the work meth
ods is in the wrong hands - manage
ment's. "6 American and Australian 
businesses have had to change their 
management styles in order to keep 
pace with the competition. They do this 
by handing the management function 
down to the workers themselves. 

An interesting illustration of this 
point was provided in a recent book 
about Semco manufacturing company 
in Brazil.7 The author, Chief Executive 
Officer of the company, also happened 
to be the founder's son, and inherited 
the family business in 1980 at the age 
of about 22. By 1986, he had built a 
diversified manufacturing complex em
ploying 860 people, and had a show
piece business that people came from 
around the world to see. He was, in 
short, highly successful. But then, one 
day he noticed that despite all the suc
cess his staff appeared miserable and 
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unhappy. What resulted was a change 
that revolutionized the business, modi
fied the way in which the workers ful
filled their responsibilities, and altered 
forever the relationship between him
self and his employees. 

Before telling you more about that 
story, however, it will help to explore in 
outline a biblical concept of manage
ment. 

Stewardship 

THE BIBLICAL NOTION of stew
ardship is one that is often used for 

defining, in a general sense, many posi
tions that people have in life. Steward
ship is often used to express the idea 
that people are not the ultimate owner 
of the material things of this life, they 
come from God. However, God has 
placed upon man the duty and obliga
tion to look after things in His created 
world. This idea of caretaker, exercising 
responsible management of resources, is 
behind the meaning of stewardship. But 
the word has a wider application. While 
stewardship itself is biblical in origin, 
and therefore carries with it a certain 
religious connotation, we need to find 
out what this means in practical detail. 

Responsibility 

If we take two of the key passages 
where the concept of stewardship is ex
plained, we see, first, that the idea car
ries with it the concept of responsibility. 
"And the Lord said, Who then is that 
faithful and wise steward, whom his 
master will make ruler over his house
hold, to give them their portion of food 
in due season?"' (Luke 12:42). Here we 
see that the steward is one who is given 
areas of his master's activities over 
which he was to exercise some kind of 
management. In fact, due to his dili
gence in his work, he is given increasing 
responsibilities. 

Accountability 

With responsibility, in addition, goes 
accountability. Jesus uses this concept in 
one of his parables. 

He also said to His disciples: "There 
was a certain rich man who had a 
steward, and an accusation was 
brought to him that this man was 
wasting his goods. So he called him 
and said to him, 'What is this I hear 
about you? Give an account of your 
stewardship, for you can no longer be 
steward"' (Luke 16:1,2). 
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Republic and the last vestiges of our lib
erty unless you and I rise up to stop them. 

"That is what I urge you to do: Reject 
the politics of conventional ambition -
and seek the authentic glory of restoring 
America to its former greatness." 

* * * * * 

Health Matters 

!UST WHEN YOU THINK the medical 
profession is beginning to learn a few 
ings, along comes a report which makes 

you rethink . Dr. William Campbell 
Douglass, an American doctor has made 
note of the fact that most men seem to 
develop prostate cancer if they live long 
enough. He also observed that the cancer 
was a slow growing one, and most men did 
not die from it. In fact, those most affected 
by this disease were probably those who 
had had some treatment for prostate can
cer. 

Now, Newsweek (September 27, 1994) 
has carried an article not only confirming 
Douglass's observation, but also adding a 
new twist. A report in the Journal of the 
American Medical Association has pro
vided information from a study which in
dicates that those men who are treated for 
prostate cancer lost three to 13 days from 
their expected life span. In other words, 
treatment shortens life. Naturally, the 
study indicates averages, and in real life 
not many fit the average picture. However, 
the study is real and the proof available for 
those who are willing to listen. 

The lesson from this is that it is often 
better to leave things alone. God has His 
way and His purposes for us, and medical 
interference of the modern kind is not al
ways the best action. It has been shown 
that other treatments with herbs, vitamins 
and minerals can help prostate problems, 
and these appear better alternatives given 
the nature of medical knowledge at this 
point in time. 

It seems that if you want to stay 
healthy and live longer, avoid doctors at 
all costs! 

* * * * * 

Cultural Safety 

NEXT TIME YOU FLY, you might like 
to think about a recent report in The 

Bulletin Quly 19, 1994, p.30) concerning air 
safety, written by Paul Phelan. It seems that 
certain conditions can be identified which 
lead to increased risk of an accident. These 
conditions are: 

6. Bob Wall, Robert S. Solum, Mark R. Sobol, The Visionary Leader (Rocklin, CA: Prima Publishing, 1992), p. 6, emphasis in original. 

7. Ricardo Semler, Maverick! The Success Story Behind the World's Most Unusual Workplace (London: Century, 1992). 
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The rich man was holding his steward 
accountable for actions he had taken, 
or, as the text says, for his stewardship. 

In the context of the rest of this 
story the idea of stewardship is similar, 
if not the same, as that of the modem 
manager. Managers are those who or
ganise, plan, schedule, instruct, and 
have greater responsibilities within the 
organisation. But it is a fiction to imag
ine that there are two groups within the 
organisation: those who manage and 
those who don't. The biblical injunction 
on stewardship requires each person to 
be a proper steward or manager of those 
resources placed under his control. This 
applies from the highest person in the 
corporate chain to the lowest. The only 
thing that should distinguish them is 
greater responsibility, particular gifts 
and abilities (some people will never be 
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inferior, and use these circumstances in 
an endeavour to make themselves ap
pear superior. This kind of manager, 
though, rather than making himself ap
pear superior makes himself a fool in the 
eyes of those under him, for his staff will 
always know that he is unfair and un
just. They will never give him the sup
port he should have within the 
organisation. Neither will those above 
him who are fair minded, for they too 
will recognise the unjust manner in 
which he treated his staff. His future in 
the organisation will thus be shortened, 
or at least his internal progress up the 
corporate ladder curtailed. 

Empowerment 

If we are going to give workers re
sponsibility, holding them accountable 
by measuring their success, then it fol-

"If we are going to give workers re, 
sponsibility, holding them account, 
able by measuring their success, then 
it follows that workers must be em, 
powered to fulfil their role." 

lows that workers must be em
powered to fulfil their role. Per
haps no area of corporate man
agement is under pressure today 
as this one. To give a person a 
task and hold him accountable 
for its result is ridiculous if he is 
not empowered to fulfil the as-
signed duties at the same time. 
For example, it is foolish to ask 

at the top of the management hierar
chy), and experience. 

Measurability 

Responsibility and accountability, 
however, require something else: meas
urability. It is not possible to give a 
proper account of something if it can
not be measured. In the sales depart
ment it is often easy to do this: count 
the dollars coming through the door. 
But how is accountability to be applied 
in the finance department or in opera
tions? Here it is necessary to set up work 
goals and schedules that can be meas
ured. In these departments it will not be 
the sales dollars by which they are 
measured but will be the least number 
of dollars they spend to run their sec
tions. Accountability will be measured 
in these areas by the commitments peo
ple make to fulfil tasks, then determin
ing if that commitment is honoured and 
upheld. In short, the integrity and hon
esty of the worker are at stake . 

There are some aspects of this that 
need to be managed carefully. A per
son's experience in assessing his capa
bilities needs to be kept in mind, and 
those managers known for treating their 
staff fairly take this into consideration 
when setting goals within the company. 
Other managers, less scrupulous, will 
use their subordinate's inexperience to 
get rid of a person, make him or her feel 

the computer department to write new 
software if those responsible cannot de
mand the attention and obtain informa
tion from other departments in order to 
ascertain the needs of the company. It 
does not make sense to ask the accounts 
department to improve the accounting 
system unless they are given the re
sources to do so, such as money to buy 
a new computer system or accounting 
software package. It is equally foolish to 
ask the sales department to increase 
sales by 20% if they cannot demand the 
human and financial resources to 
achieve ·this goal. I know of one com
pany where the managing director does 
not permit any of his staff, even the 
senior managers, to authorise expenses, 
such as car rental when they're inter
state or overseas. This prevents staff 
from completing their work without his 
interference in the process, and displays 
a lack of trust towards those under him. 
Little wonder this company is not per
forming too well. 

Without empowerment stewardship 
is impossible. We see this in the parable 
of Jesus in Luke 16, where the steward 
who has been accused takes action to 
ensure that he has friends. He went to 
his master's debtors and wrote off a por
tion of the debts. He made some quick 
friends in his hour of need, and his mas
ter recognised his shrewd actions. (It is 
good to remember that this parable is 
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• Relatively low experience and train
ing, usually in places where the air
line industry had experienced rapid 
growth. In short, inexperience can 
be deadly. 

• Management practices which em
phasise a cop-down command ap
proach to management rather than 
a consultative type of structure. This 
is often culturally related. In some 
cultures, a subordinate would not 
question the decisions of his supe
rior. Yet, 80% of air crashes in recent 
years could have been prevented by 
those flying the aircraft. 

• Acceptance of the concept and im
portance of "face." For example, the 
two pilots of a Korean jumbo which 
crashed in 1980 remained in the 
cockpit rather than help survivors 
get clear of the wreckage. They pre
ferred to die "in the flames of the 
flight deck rather than survive and 
suffer loss of face." 

As a consequence, those nations lead
ing in air safety are those influenced by a 
Christian ethic which tends to overcome 
the cultural attitude identified above. 
While inexperience can happen any
where, the remaining two items are cultur
ally related. And it is in the Christian 
cultural context that these issues identi
fied as causing increased risk of air acci
dent are best overcome. 

The result is that Australia and New 
Zealand lead the world in air safety, with 
0.9 crew-caused airliner accidents per mil
lion departures from 1959-1992. North 
America comes second at 1.3m followed 
by the Middle East at 2.1 Europe is in 
fourth place with a rate of 2.7. Countries 
identified as within Asia, Pacific or the 
Asian subcontinent are last on the list at 
5.9. These figures were provided by the 
Boeing Corporation in 1993 at the Inter
national Air Transport Association's tech
nical conference in Montreal. 

Work undertaken by Captain Neil 
Johnston, "has drawn statistical air safety 
comparisons between regions with strong 
individualistic and egalitarian cultures and 
those with collectivist cultures, where the 
social framework is much tighter and so
cial obligations to clan, class or group pre
dominate." Not surprisingly, the lat'.ter 
group is at the lower end of the safety 
records list, especially during times of 
rapid airline growth. Johnston, from the 
Irish airline Aer Lingus, has been working 
with the Aerospace Psychology Research 
Group at Dublin's Trinity College. 

New training procedures are encour
aged to overcome the cultural weaknesses 
that can lead to disaster in the air. The 
procedures will even improve flight prac
tices in countries with the highest safety 
records. 

Next time somebody cells you social
ism works, that some system of collectiv-
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not explicitly teaching some of these 
concepts; they are taken for granted 
and used by our Lord to make His 
point.) The point here is that the stew
ard had the power to negotiate with his 
master's debtors. 

Wider Application 

It is not just the business that suffers 
from lack of stewardship. The local 
church can be sorely affected by the 
things outlined above. For example, 
how many churches measure the per
formance of their elders over a given 
period? Too often the leadership in the 
church operates in an environment 
where it cannot be tested. They provide 
no church growth plans, for example, so 
if the church fails to grow, the leader
ship cannot be held responsible for the 
lack of growth. The business plan is the 
missing ingredient here, for a business 
plan is something against which peo
ple's performance can be measured. 
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And a comprehensive business plan 
covers all aspects of the business. 

The principle can be applied in 
every area of life. Without a family busi
ness plan there can be no clear goals 
and directions for the family. With a 
plan, at the end of the year or whatever 
period they determine, Dad and Mum 
can sit down and measure their activi
ties against the plan. "Well, dear, how 
did we go this year?" Were the children 
educated as planned? Did business ac
tivity go as well as planned? The same 
idea is applicable in the church. Was 
the church's mission program, or teach
ing program, up to the expectations set 
down in the plan? If not, why not? And 
how do we do it better next year? 

If there is one thing missing in the 
world of management it's the applica
tion of stewardship and all that it im
plies. 

(fo be continued) 
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ism is the best way to live, you will be able 
to respond not only with philosophical ar
guments but with some practical advice. It 
would be interesting to see which airlines 
are used by the socialists in Canberra, just 
as it would be revealing to see which air
lines are admired and used by socialists 
elsewhere. 

Next time you fly, especially overseas, 
this information might help you choose 
which airline to use. Somehow, I don't 
think it will need a great genius to guess 
which airlines will be avoided. 

* * * * * 

THE NEXT TIME you begin to think 
you are all-powerful, try ordering 

someone else's dog around. 


